
“emo: On "An Exverimental Study of the Motion Produced by the Fatal Shot in 
‘tne Assassination of President Kennedy" 

Note: Please vurdon the format of this memo, which, rather than being an over- 
view, was done serially as I went throurh the vaper. 

3) 2) a 

Pe. £2, Line 1 wa
d A east as presented by CBS, Dr. Alvarez had not"found evi- 

dence" that 4 had jerked his camera, but rather had hypothesized 

Pe, 4, last few lines: You nad better spell outwW what you mean by tests "in- 
conclusive" and "best for simulatines wnat wethourht 

We Saw in the Zanoruder film." If tests discussed here did not pro- 
duce results consistent with your experimental hyvothesis, than rather 

then termed inconclusive, they should be discussed as negative or dis- 

confirmative mgsults with regard to your experimental (or operational) 

REDON eer, For instance, would a double shot from front and rear 
fired from these targets have oroduced results Which adequately sim- 
ulated "what you thourht you saw in the Zapruder film." 

Pe. 5: What is the muzzle velocity ofthe bullets used and What was their 
composition? As you know, ee fferent types of bullets hatte radically 
different effects on their targets depending on how they fragment. 

Pe, Y%--conclusions: Even acceoting your subjective judgments as to the 
results of your exverigeann, and forgettins about the 

discrepancy witn Thompson's data concerning theforward motion (which 
you do moet deal With adequately, since you ignore the double head hit 
OPOSSibility with the straw man:"the forward motion cannot be used as 
evidence for a SON from tne front"), how can you logically travel 
From the results of your exveriment to the conclusion that the head 
movement is"completely consisten> witn a sinzle shot from the rear." 
Certainly not on the basis of your characterization of a "taped melon" 
as a not "unreasonable simulation of a verson's nead." Forzetting tne 
problems men*ioned above with tne exveriment, row does the demonstration 

chat a certain *ynoe of object can move backwards demonstrate anything 
pou’ hus president's nead Which would justify the use of the words 
completely cousistent." I would susgest "not inconsistent." Alvarez's 
SaaS 3ion aS yon report it (T dontt know whether he vroofread the 
article) ts, A@B8S8P@BGOs not justifiable according to valid theory 
testing procedures. His conclusion implies thas the data are a zodd 
rit to a Sinazle bullet from te rear hypothesis. The question is 

no, of course, whehher tue data (Which are certainly far too inm- 
orecise *o even calk in ‘Ceri of zoodness of fit) are best vredicted 
by the sinele bullet from ihe rear theory or a double hit theory. 
For centuries ohysicists nave provem and disproven theories (or, more 
oroperly, accepted and rejetted) based on exach point predictions, 
or incredibly small differences between predictions based on tneory 

and observed data. sere you seem to abandon this standard methodolory. 
(for a fuller discussion of this see P.E.Meehl "Theory Testine in 
Psycholocy and Physics: A mMetnodologzical Paradox" in Philo. Review, 

1967) Chanse 56 floor to 6th floor. 

Pye. &: It seens nere brat yom are unfair to Thompson Woo did all ie could 
by consultin;, exnerts. This 1S especially true viven the fact that 
Dr. Alvarez hinself, When pul on the spot, did not think of it, not 
to mention tnefact that he wenb over into an area” in which he does 
no: have exoervtise to epee Survrestines bias rather tnan imvar- 

Hiality., his whole tnine relects ooorly, in my opinion, on Dr. 
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Fo OO Le a tT (al te t 
Alvarez's motives, i stron ly suvrest deletin- ‘he last pararraph on this DA-B. 
ae ie et o 3 + | 4 i - as = - pp. ll=l2; 1 think that S16 “7 u

 Luff detracts from the arvtiele, He 
ad shot stuff and the Shaw teva Would anovar to be of Lick reloavence,. vou have vone from a report Of an experinen’ » A DOL ical treatise. And Breper's¢@ comment, as lL understand i+, refers ao~ “O tne rore onan to the head snap aspect, oplj-17: Tf you are -oine to rave this mich data on orevious Shinkine on nme subject,|why nob put if at she beminnins as a literature review, ify you do “nis, [ ardin# woul Sstron:ly advise keeping stuff on “arrison only insofar as yo: are oublishine hestimony,or somethins of that sort. 

Dwel7: 'Thomoson caine to "the wrons conclusion?" ifow so. Back on pare 7 you spoke only of findins supoore for the rear snot arypothesis. You cannot make sucn a statement unless you nave also tested the double Snot Eheory. And, then with revard to C25, you sneak of the "correct Solution." GR You nore en eee state on pare 22 that what _ is observed could aaye be eausad only by a snot from the rear, making t Cleay tbat yor liars Fete WG "ee oree et 9 out Cord fe S F204) - 
p.23: The statement that your Work nas demonstrated that"the fatal shot probably was fired from the direction of the "S38D is not acceptable until you demonstrate at least the Following: 1.Thenattern of metal in the head is consistent with one bullet from the rear (John Nichols Work indicates it is not if the @arcano was the Weavon with the 6.5mm bullets); 2.The head movemen® is hetter vredicted by the rear nit theory Laan by a double head nit “neory; 3. the nattern of H#dsHgy¥ injury to the skull and brain Ls consistent with tie rear head shot theory as oOpposec to tne double head hit theory; 4. the movement of debris is more consistent with predictions based on one “heory as opposed to anovhpr. (i.e. If Harris was nit by a skull frazsment, it was Soin in a line drive--can that vector be accounted for? And, what about the distance traveled by tre fragment found by tlarper. ) 

HoW can you forwet the Tarue hit in your 3 bullet theory? That 
would seem to make four shots. The fra-men> from che head hit theory doesn'twork,(and I notice you didn't add that fra-men: into your nomen- Guin calculations, $s 4 4$+eme wee On helieré weap Mery él {Te Jagee bite), 

How can your findin:s be said to "tend tO SsudvdOrt" theconclusion 
of the lone assassin, Lee -arvey Oswald. Where do you vrovide one 
stired of evidence that LHiO was involved? 

summary: It is not clear that the Substantive hypothesis that the head 
Sno”. came from the rear can find any significant anounte of sup- port from confirmation of ‘the experimental hypothesis that certain objects Will move in the manner you have found. Your data are cruée, you do not resolve the question of immediate forward reaction, and you do not discuss 

the disconfirmative results, “hen you fail to apply the soodness of fit 
Lest bo the data. fnroushout tne niscory of onysics many theories have been 
abandoned Which fit very exacting data (which we do not have here) very 
Closely (also counter to indications here) because another theory fit more 
closely.¥ Without a test of the double nead hit theory it would appear that 
you would not have a le to stand on, 

fam confused a bit by much of what is included in the article beyond 
the basic experiment mentioned in the title. Much of i- eems *o be a loose 
attemp' to explore the istory of head hit “hinkins. If your purpose is 

Z truly +o explore thinkin> in sis area, why not discuss the issue more 
Shorou-nly. For example, myself (and I assume others) hypothesized a 
double head “it quite early in the came based on the medical evidence 
alone. ‘Thompson and I were oririnally put in touch with each other by 
Vinee Salandria because we nad independently reached the same conclusion 
using different data. “hat I was involved, or that anyone per se was in- 
yaived in this work is nor Ene point, but rather the basis for the think- ff 



Would seem to Wa 
Byles) Correlation of the nedical evidence with vhysical 

important, especially 
observations of nead novemen-~ Would avpear to be 
Since the medical evidence is ~neoretically easier to study. Purthermora, you ask Why ‘he question has not been Studied before? Before askin» this in JOUP pacer, you should have asked in letters, if (and I'm sure many others) have considered the possibilityVand “navé never mauled out tye oossibility thata shot from the rear could cause other than movement forward, I discussed this with qany people and eventually decided bhat an elaborate experiment would nov be worthwhile, because even a very mood one @ould no* com2 close to duplicaliny wnat happened that day. Let's face it, we soaldnth yge a live person. Furvnermore, one would have to use many types of shells ineludin - explodine ones in order to fuldy test the nypothesis, since the L.O-carcano Cneory scarcely exhausts all DOSSibilitéé$es. I decided# that the “rouble and expense would not be Worth it given that the lone assassin Cheory is not 
dence, ballis ics 
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I'm sorry for the Sioppiness of this critique and for its poor 

rule 

iS published 
Sons With better credentials than myself. 
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tne backsround is 

Alvarez's theory about the 
Someone uninformed who does not 
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Were quile upset 

tenable on many counts and that the medical evi- vattern of nmovemen: of the fraoments SSems GO support 
Further work, I felt, should be in Cnhese areas, even more of tnat evidence available. No conclusion of any 

with mellons ar gellatin 

and 

avallable., Already tne 1968 Panel Review has provided Sav term of dispersion of metal in “he president's 
from ‘hose allered assassination bullets. 

of @ definitive experiment, i+ obviously depends 
nypo™nesis is. Ironically, on page 7 of 

complicated exoeriment, uSinzs nizh-speed 
from a Slaush"erhouse, has been suvzested, 

such an experiment would allow us to make a conclusive SSination." And yet, after navine done an experiment 
in terms of testin« the nypothesis you propose, you 

explicitly (at theend) and implicity (using 
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Other points made, 

tO task by per- 
sucn as Thompson's { raised in letters after the book came out and which I have iarold, are of tnterest, but you carried them no further than 

f am most concerned about 
appears in 2 
7O Harold 
read your 

real contributions could be made. 
purpose you feel tnis article will serve if it 

I will send copies of these comments 
"O Send copies to anyone else he knows to have 

in the article, I would reread 
blurrs on the film sounds pretty 

realize how many blurrs there are 
Ma-azine Beople, who said Chey save much of that 

when only the 3 blurrs were mentioned. If 
Scov, then Alvarez has proven more than one assassin, be- 
were 6-9 Sno ’s. And the blurrs he selectively discussed 
prominan:,. 

to remain 
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